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Roommates left to police sex
University housing policy trusts roommates to reach agreement on sex in residence halls, appropriate behavior
space is certainly grounds for housing to
become involved, as sometimes roommates
cannot resolve the matter.
On the checklist of things to do when
If a student does have an issue with the living
preparing for family members, friends or arrangement based on the violation of his or her
even boyfriends and girlfriends to visit an on- rights, that student must personally report the
campus living center, the idea of obtaining issue with housing and the roommate-change
written permission from a roommate may
policy may be put into effect.
seem too much to some students.
The number of reports of roommates made
Tufts University in Boston, Mass., requests
uncomfortable by sexual activity within the
students do exactly that.
dorms is much lower than hearsay would have
The recent decision to add this into its students believe.
Student Handbook came after the number
Vansteeland Resident Assistant Kenneth
of complaints of sex in the dormitories Home said sex is not an issue with his
exceeded what the university
residents.
deemed acceptable. The policy
"We’re all adults here and
“Students can't
was modified to include no
matters like that are between
sex within a dorm while a
make out on the
roommates,” he said.
roommate is present; also,
Housing works with its
lawn
in
front
of
the
having a guest cannot interfere
resident assistants specifically
library, and they
with a roommate’s privacy,
to make certain they transfer to
study habits or sleep cycle. In
can't infringe on
their residents the importance
addition, all non-student guests
of
creating and maintaining
their roommates'
must be registered with the
positive relationships with
university.
rights by doing the their roommates.
Grand
Valley
State
The basis of this relationship
same.”
University’s
own
guest
could be anything from setting
policy reads similarly, stating
boundaries about what food
ANDREW BEACHNAU
permission must be obtained
may be shared and how the
GVSU DIRECTOR OF
from roommates before a guest
toilet paper purchases will be
HOUSING
AND
HEALTH
begins his or her stay. Also, a
divided, to how to handle the
SERVICES
guest at GVSU may not stay
more complex situations such
more than two consecutive
as sex and alcohol.
nights.
The living centers and on-campus
The university reserves the right to limit the apartments are just as much public property as
frequency of guest visits and to remove any any other area on campus.
guests should they violate the rules set by the
“Students can’t make out on the lawn in
university.
front of the library, and they can’t infringe on
Despite the lack of a rule specifically their roommates’ rights by doing the same,”
banning sex in the living centers and on-campus said Andrew Beachnau, director of Housing
apartments, as Tufts has recently done, sex in a and Health Services.
common living space still seems taboo.
Emphasizing the importance of roommate
However, stories of roommates interrupting relationships does not solve all of the problems,
such encounters surface.
as Beachnau said every year complaints hie in
“I know a lot of people who know somebody about violations of roommate rights.
who knows somebody who was caught
The idea of placing a scrunchi or a sock
having sex in their dorm and had some sort of over the door knob of the room to signal
disciplinary action taken against them,” said current sexual activity has been brought up in
Nick Wellman, a senior. “It’s something that relation to the Tufts case, but the act of locking
happens on campus just as much as it happens a roommate out of his or her room also violates
off campus, and it’s really just part of life.”
the rights of that student.
The bottom line, according to the housing
While setting boundaries with a roommate
department, is rules on sex and what might be about sex policies in a shared living space
appropriate within residence halls rooms and may be awkward, at GVSU it is the suggested
on-campus apartments is between roommates. method of addressing the situation and ensuring
Exposure to certain behaviors that could be everyone is content for the year.
considered inappropriate in a shared living
kbludworth @ Unithorn rom

By Katie Bludworth
GVL Staff Writer
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Sex policy: GVSU does not have a policy regarding sex in residence halls, but rather leaves the issues to roommates.

Athletes outperform general population in class
NCAA says athletes have higher graduation rate than rest of student body
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By Lauren Fitch
GVl. Managing Editor
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Youth power: Students from around the country attend a past Power Shift summit

Students to attend
Power Shift in D.C.
By Molly Waite
GVL Staff Waiter

Members
of
the
Student
Environmental Coalition will travel
to Washington, D.C..this weekend to
attend Power Shift 2009, a national
youth summit from Oct. 9 to II.
The summit’s goals are to
con vinee U .S. congressmen to regard
climate change as a serious issue and
to strengthen youth leaders.
The SEC is involved in Power
Shift through the Michigan Student
Sustainability Coalition, which is
run by the national Energy Action
Coalition.
The main purpose of Power
Shift is to put youth in charge of
the sustainability of communities.

Danielle
Ostasfinski,
2008-09
president of the SEC, organized the
trip to D.C.
“We run national campaigns
to shift power to the youth of the
country so that we will have clean
energy, green jobs and a sustainable
future,” Ostasfinski said. “Wc need
to engage and empower more youth
on the environmental issues in their
community.”
Another focus of the national
summit is to support the Senate
climate bill introduced by Sens.
John Kerry and Barbara Boxer to
reduce carbon pollution and regulate
global warming emissions.
This bill was passed by the House

See Power Shift, A2

After a long day of heading straight from class to
practice to do drills, lift weights and run for several
hours, the last thing that would seem to be on the mind
of a student-athlete when they finally make it home
would be studying.
However, according to the NCAA Division II Web
site, the graduation rate for student-athletes who began
their college careers from 1991 to 2001 was consis
tently higher than that of the general student body.
Student-athletes who began their careers in 2001
graduated at a rate of 55 percent while the general stu
dent body starting the same year had a graduation rate
of 46 percent, according to the NCAA.
Grand Valley State Uni
versity, similar to other Di
“The student is
vision II schools in Michi
definitely first
gan, places great emphasis
and the athlete on academic performance
from its athletes and pro
is icing on the
vides the extra resources to
cake.”
make it happen.
Dr. Damon Arnold, di
rector of Laker Advising,
DAMON ARNOLD
coordinates all the academic
LAKER ADVISING
DIRECTOR
assistance for GVSU’s 550
varsity athletes.
Arnold emphasized the
significance of “student" coming first for the studentathlete and said one of the greatest challenges for these
students is balance.
“The student is definitely first and the athlete is ic
ing on the cake,” Arnold said. "Athletes have to learn
to manage their time, especially freshmen year. We
have one of the best Division II programs in the nation
and there are a lot of requirements for a sport here.”
Some of the resources offered through the Laker
Advising Center include athlete-to-athlete tutoring,
study-table sessions, grade checks throughout the se
mester, scheduling advice and supplemental life skills
presentations.

GVl / Erit Coulter

GPA aid: The Academic Advising Center helps the general student
body and student-athletes to craft good study habits and GPAs

Each of these academic aspects is required to some
degree at the discretion of the coach.
“We utilize the same resources as available to all
students,” Arnold said.
The NCAA requires all incoming student-athletes
to have completed 14 core credit hours and maintain
a GPA of 2.0 or higher with a cumulative ACT score
dependent on GPA in order to compete for a Division
II school.
Arnold said the benefits of what students learn
while competing for their school outweigh the extra
challenges of time management.
“Our theme this year is ‘What’s in your toolbox?”’
Arnold said. He added athletes learn to add leadership,
teamwork and perseverance in the face of adversity to
their toolbox before entering the career world.

See Athletes, A2
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Power Shift

Consignment Dresses starting at $25

continued from page A1

of Representatives in June.
Michigan is one of the
swing votes for this bill,
and Ostastinski said she
believes the bill is necessary
to stimulate the Michigan
economy.
"We want this bill to pass
so that we can bring jobs back
to Michigan,” Ostastinski
said. "This state has such an
industrial background that the
youth here need to become
global leaders in sustainability
and in legislation that will
tight climate change.”
Robert Hollister, assistant
professor of biology, has
given multiple lectures to the
SEC about climate change.
Hollister
said
it
is
important to vote and get
involved politically if one
wants to make real changes

www.anythingsevvs.net
(616)892-7397 (SEWS)

Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
of Allendale
4623 Lake Michigan Dr.
Allendale, Ml 49401
(next to Speedway)
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“Your toolbox should be
full when you leave here,”
Arnold added.
The faculty is very ac
commodating to the special
circumstances of student-ath
letes, he said.
“They understand what
we’re in the business for,
which is helping students

GVSU

areerfest
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S

Get your foot in the door!

Grand Valley Lanthorn

in how the government deals
with environmental issues.
“Any
involvement
of
young people in the political
system is good” Hollister
said. “The decisions being
made today have the biggest
impact on the youngest
people. Not taking action to
curb climate change is also a
decision ”
Power Shift is not the only
way students at GVSU can
get involved in environmental
issues.
The SEC deals with local
issues on and around campus,
including ravine cleanup and
bringing attention to public
transportation in efforts to
reduce fuel emissions and
gasoline use.
This year’s focus and
proposed
campaign
is
eliminating the consumption
of bottled water.
In addition to student

groups,
the Sustainable
Community
Development
Initiative works to make
GVSU
as
socially,
environmentally
and
economically
maintainable
as possible by providing the
campus community
with
resources and opportunities
to do so, including campus
recycling, energy efficient
appliances and the campus
connector
transportation
system.
“It
is
important
for
everyone to do whatever we
can to be environmentally
sensitive and energy wise,”
said Matt McLogan, vice
president
of
University
Relations. “Every kilowatt
saved delays the day we will
have to import more power
to Michigan. Conservation
is always the best strategy.
Grand Valley is way ahead of
the curve.”

Other methods of being
a
more
environmentally
conscious individual include
consuming less by purchasing
quality items that last a
long time, eating less meat,
purchasing local products,
using public transportation
or carpool, reducing energy
use by purchasing energyefficient appliances, lowering
the heat during the winter and
using less air conditioning
during the summer.
For more information on
the SCD1, visit http://www.
gvsu.edu/sustainability/.
To become involved in
the SEC, visit their Web site
at http://www.gvsu.edu/stuey
or check out the group on
Facebook. The SEC meets
every Monday at 9 p.m. at
MAK A 1-165.

graduate on time” Arnold
said. “Our main job is to make
sure we’re creating resources
to help student-athletes suc
ceed.”
The average GPA for all
GVSU varsity athletes was
2.97 for the 2008-09 school
year.
Senior defensive lineback
er Alex Gilde said he has tak
en advantage of the Laker Ad
vising Center throughout his
career at GVSU to maintain
his cumulative 3.94 GPA.
Gilde, a biomedical sci
ence major, said he par
ticipated in study tables and
grade checks his freshman
year but has not been required
to do them since because of
his high GPA. He currently
tutors for Math and Science
Student Support.
“1 do think there are some
additional challenges (to be
ing a student-athlete),” Gilde

said. “Obviously there is a
huge physical toll due to the
exhaustion of workouts and
practice...As a science ma
jor I’ve also had to take a
large amount of labs, and this
causes time constraints and
scheduling conflicts.”
Gilde said the faculty and
coaching staff have all been
supportive of his academic
and athletic goals.
“Coach (Chuck) Marlin
preaches balance in three ar
eas in order to be successful
in college: athletics, academ
ics and socially,” Gilde said.
“He believes that if you don't
meet the requirements in or
der to be successful in any
of these areas, then you will
not be a successful studentathlete.”
Dave Dilanni, head coach
of the women’s soccer team,
echoed Martin’s focus on bal
ance for his athletes.

Dilanni said the soccer
team has had an average GPA
around 3.5 for the past four to
five years, which he said is a
very challenging feat for any
athlete because of the time re
quirements of practice.
“It’s important for us to be
successful in class and on the
field,” Dilanni said. “We fo
cus on being a winner in both
arenas.”
Dilanni requires his fresh
men to complete three hours
of study-table time. If their
GPA is above a 3.0 after one
semester, they are exempt
from the stipulation.
“They learn to make the
best use of time,” Dilanni
said of student-athletes. “Af
ter their (athletic) career, they
will be a little farther ahead in
being able to manage stresses
they may find in the work
place.”

m waite@ lanthorn .com
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Attend to enter a drawing for $100
Best Buy gift card!

Iraq War Veteran, LGBT Rights Activist
“Ending Don't Ask, Don't Tell"
F.ric was rhe tirsr American wounded in Iraq and the
war’s tirsr Purple Heart recipient. Alva i< the national
spokesperson tor the Human Rights Cumpaien tiqht
to repeal the military’s discriminatory GLIV1 policy.
He joined Congressman Martin Meehan in introJuciru;
rhe Military Readiness Enhancement Act. a hill desiered
to repeal the military’s “Don’r Ask, Don't Tell” policy.

Wednesday. October 14.2009
2:00pm-6:00pm
DeVos Place Convention Center

For more information, please ca
• free and open to the public
• On-campus parkin# $3.00 (five with discount pass)
• Lectures lx#in at 7 p.m. at Fountain Street Church, 24 Fountain NE

Meet over 100 employers from a wide variety
of organizations & obtain information about
internships, co-ops, and full-time positions.

Boh and Aleicia Wtx)drick

Diversity Learning Center
^ Grand Rapids Community College

Career Prep Sessions
Oct. 5, 3:00pm
Oct. 7, 4:00pm

2215 Kirkhof
207E DeVos

V:14.1.1 Ki ..I.' . tim.... .

Oct. 13, 12-lpm
2215/2216 Kirkhof
Oct. 13, 6:30-7:30pm
138E
138EDeVos
DeVos
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In Monday's issue of the Lanthorn it
was mistakenly reported that Elizabeth
Kilbourne, who wiH be teaching a
Ballroom Dance Workshop on Oct. 12,
was a student Kilboume is an ad|unct
professor at GVSU
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assistantnews@lanthorn.com

GVL DIGEST
News in lirief
GVSU mourns longtime
accounting professor
Associate Professor of
Accounting and Taxation
Richard Veazey died Oct. 4.
He was 68 years old. Veazey
had worked at GVSU since
1979.
I^ast fall, he established
a
scholarship to help
accounting students pursuing
master’s degrees get into the
held faster. Veazey earned a
bachelor’s degree from Ferris
State University, a master’s of
business administration from
Central Michigan University
and a doctoral degree from
St. Lxmis University.
Visitation will be held
from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. today
and from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m.
Friday at the Zaagman
Memorial Chapel, located
at 2800 Burton St. SE in
Grand Rapids. A funeral is
scheduled for II a.m. Friday
with a luncheon to follow.

Freshman Academy
named in dean's honor
The Grand Valley State
University
Freshman
Academy, a support program
sponsored by the Office
of Multicultural
Alfairs
and Advising Resources
and Special Ingrams, has
been renamed in honor
of Oliver Wilson. Wilson,
who had served as dean of
Multicultural Affairs since
2003, passed away on Aug.
31 after battling cancer.
President Thomas Haas
deemed the renaming a fitting:
memorial for Wilson.
“The
mentorship
component of Freshman
Academy was important to
Oliver, who believed that
peer mentors gained just
as much, if not more, from
their partnerships with their
academy students,” Haas said
during a campus memorial
. service for Wilson on Friday.

Promise cancellation
affects 7,000 students
•)

The cancellation of the
Michigan Promise and State
Competitive
scholarships
; forced GVSU to re-bill 7,000
students who had previously
received university bill credits
for the anticipated financial
.assistance.
All
affected
[ students’ online billing will
be updated by this weekend
to reflect the change.

Women's Commission
begins Fireside Chats
•
The GVSU Women’s
•Commission
started
its
Fireside Chats program
! Wednesday.
The monthly meetings
provide an opportunity for
[female faculty and staff
[members to discuss issues
[surrounding diversity and
•inclusion.

University launches new
image campaign
GVSU started a new
image campaign this week
focused on the word “Grand.”
Messages such as “A Grand
Value” and “A Grand
Adventure” will be featured
on billboards, bus signs, print
and Web advertisements and
TV commercials.
Staff members from
Institutional Marketing have
also begun handing out shirts
bearing some of the new
slogans to students.
Feedback
on
the
campaign is welcomed and
comments may be sent via
the campaign's Web site,
http://www.grandvalue.net.

Millennium Park hosts
charity walk
The Down Syndrome
Association’s annual Buddy
Walk will take place on
Saturday in Grand Rapids
Millenium Park from 9:30
a.m. to I p.m.
The one-mile walk is the
associations’ largest event of
the year and more than I XXX)
people participated last year.
Ihe Buddy Walk aims
to promote awareness for
people with Down syndrome
as well as raise funds for
local programs, services,
education, advocacy efforts
.and national research.
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Professors unfazed by Web ratings
GVSU professors put little stock in students' negative comments on Rate My Professor Web site
Swieringa, similar to all GVSU
instructors, surveys his students in an
anonymous questionnaire at the end of
An overall rating of 3.8 out of 5 is not each semester.
bad really. It equates to 76 percent, or a
He said he believes this more
straight C. However, Grand Valley State accurately reflects student opinion that
University communications professor “falls between the extremes.”
Bob Swieringa does not know the status
The Web site also allows students to
of his evaluation.
post comments anonymously, but does
“I can’t remember the last time not survey all the students in a given
I looked at it,” he said. “I wasn't class.
disappointed, though, that I didn't rate
Swieringa said this practice draws
highly on the hotness factor.”
the students who either love or hate the
Ihe rating comes not from faculty but professor to post comments. However,
from Swieringa’s students and is posted the Web site does fill a niche many
on a Web site called Rate
students find useful.
My Professors.
GVSU senior Shelby
“I m suspicious
Ihe site is in its
Wittenbach
uses the
of how well it
10th year of publishing
site to get a general
student
ratings
of
represents the
idea of the workload
university professors on
and atmosphere of
relationship
the Web. Professors are
instructor’s classes.
between instructor
rated on four categories:
“It can be helpful in
easiness,
helpfulness,
and student.”
some ways, though not
clarity and rater interest
always in the way it
BOB SWIERINGA
in the course.
intends to,” she said.
GVSU PROFESSOR
They tire awarded an
Wittenbach agreed
additional chili pepper
the Web site seems to
icon if the instructors are considered revel in extreme opinions but generally
attractive or "hot.”
finds the comments can be helpful as to
This year, the site boasted it has hit how strict the grading is or how much
10 million comments that help I million
work is required each week.
studentseach year schedule their classes at
She said this helps her plan her
more than 6,(XX) universities worldwide. semesters better by helping her balance
But Swierenga is not impressed.
difficult classes with easier classes and
“I'm suspicious of how well it allows her to see if she is the only student
represents the relationship between who finds specific professors difficult.
instructor and student,” he said. “I
“It’s helpful to watch out for comments
think the site more easily represents the like 'Do not take this if this is not your
extremes of student opinions.”
major,”’ Wittenbach said.

By Jeff Me George
C,Vl. Staff Writer

j - OB

GVL Photo Illustration/ Andrew Mills
Record rates: Students often use Rate My Professors when scheduling classes for the semester.

The commenters on the site are often
dramatic and do not hide their emotions.
One commenter in the GVSU section
wrote about one professor, “When the
Dark Prince finally does come to take
him home, 1 hope he donates his body to
science so astronomers can take a lcx)k
where his heart should be and finally
know what a black hole really is.”
Comments such as these are not
unusual, although the site claims to
make efforts to censor anything libelous,
defamatory or including any profanity.
One of the new additions to the
site allows instructors to react to their
evaluations.

There is a section for video rebuttals
by instructors as well. Some professor
responses adopt a reasonable and
contextual approach, while others are as
emotional and reactive as some of the
student comments.
The Web site is still controversial in
its l()th year, but there is one point on
which everyone seems to agree.
Swieringa,
Wittenbach
and
the site itself all said http://www.
ratemyprofessors.com should absolutely
not be used as a tool to evaluate a
professor’s employment.
jnu xeori>e@ lanthorn £om

State tutors health pros on opioid use
Its distribution is part of the Pain
Management and Palliative
GVL Assistant News Editor
Care Program, established
The American Academy in 2(X)8 within the Bureau of
of Pain Medicine estimates Health Professions.
that more than 75 million
In 2009, the program
Americans of all ages live with conducted both public and
serious or chronic pain, more physician surveys to assess
than the combined total of those knowledge,
attitudes
and
with diabetes, heart disease or practices
concerning
pain
cancer.
management. The hope is that
In recognition of National
the booklet will address concerns
Pain Awareness Month, the and misconceptions revealed
Michigan
by the survey
Department of
“Michigan is
and also keep
Com m u n i ty
the Michigan
serious about
Health
public
and
improving pain
distributed
a
medical
booklet
on
management.”
community
prescribing
up to date on
opioid
the latest pain
medications
JANET OLSZEWSKI
management
for pain relief
MDCH DIRECTOR
strategies and
to more than
practices.
5(),(XX) licensed
“Michigan
Michigan health professionals is serious about improving
during the month of September.
pain management,” said Janet
The booklet, “Responsible Olszewski, director of the
Opioid Prescribing: A Guide MDCH. in a press release. “Our
for Michigan Physicians,” was public and professional pain
sent to physicians, residents, management surveys will help
physician assistants, advance us to identify and implement
practice nurses, dentists and appropriate strategies to improve
pharmacists.
pain management in our state,
The btxiklet provides health and will serve as baseline data
professionals with concise to assess the impact of these
and effective strategies for strategies over the next few
improving pain management years.”
while reducing the risk of
Grand Val ley State University
addiction, abuse and diversion. nursing professor RuthAnn

By Chelsea Lane

B r i n t n a 11
IXserves as a
representative
on
the
Advisory
Council for
Pain
and
Symptom
Management
for the state Beel Bates
of Michigan,
a committee
that was instrumental in the
booklet’s distribution.
Brintnall said she believes
the booklet is an excellent and
reliable reference for the effects
of particular drugs and how
to deal with pain that does not
respond to typical approaches.
“I smiled when 1 opened the
mail with my booklet,” she said.
“In spite of the financial woes
in our state, our government
leaders identified pain in our
fellow Michigan residents as
a priority and sanctioned the
distribution of the booklet.”
Pain management is a
critical concept and practice in
the medical field.
“The commonality of pain
makes it a priority for nursing
and health related fields,"
Brintnall said. “At some time
in our lives, we will all suffer
from pain of some sort...
Health providers who care
for individuals in pain have a
moral and ethical responsibility
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Bates
said
there is also a
misconception
that
only
medication
can
help
pain,when in
fact there are
many non- Brintnall

£

pharmacological
approaches
to pain such as massage,
repositioning and turning, deep
breathing and relaxation, music
and art.
assistantnews@lanthorn.com

BOOK EXCERPT
“... Prescription drug
abuse and undertreated pain
are both serious public health
crises, but the solution to
one need not undermine the
other. The least we clinicians
can do is make sure that
the casualties of this clash
are not suffering patients
who legitimately deserve
relief. ... Clearly, effective
solutions must address the
current state of inadequate
education that mostclinicians
receive on safe and effective
prescribing of controlled
substances. This book is
intended as a much-needed
step in that direction.”

To celebrate 41 years of bringing Grand Valley Suite University its news, the
lanthorn is taking a look back at history by leafing through its archives. During
the month of October, stories from 1968 to 2(X)8 will be reprinted in various
sections to track the changes in policy and perspective on current issues.

funding per student.
In fact, the university has
not received the state minimum
in the past 20 years.
Granholm may attempt to fix the
Despite
enrollment
Michigan economy by thinning
multiplying by 288.9 percent
higher education appropriations
from 1982 to 2(X)5, according
By Brandon Hubbard
to the Michigan House Fiscal
GVL Assisin mi Editor
Agency, the university has
In an attempt to shore up the dropped to last on the list for
state’s estimated $8(X) million state funding in recent years.
deficit. Gov. Jennifer Granholm
“We
(GVSU
Student
announced Friday that higher Senate) are lobbing for a new
education would be among the formula,” said Alan Dunklow,
financial cuts in the 2(X)7 budget.
vice president of senate’s
In response, the student Ixxly Political Actions Committee.
presidents of all 15 state-funded “What we are asking for is not
universities composed and signed unwarranted. Growth means
a letter to Granholm. requesting expense, 1 but this formula
that the state not disinvest in its doesn’t provide for that.”
287.(XX) students attending public
Vice
President
for
universities.
University Relations Matt
‘Tuition increases are creating McLogan said Granholm’s
real problems for middle class message has been clear
students trying to better prepare throughout her speeches and
themselves,” the letter stated.
campaigns - more students
The announcement of cuts falls need college educations.
on already-bleeding ears for Grand
“However, if entrances
Valley State University, which i ncrease and fu nd i n g decreases,
received $16 million dollars less you can see what a problem
than the promised state minimum that could cause,” Mclxigan
for appropriations in 2006-2007 and said. “A legislature that doesn’t
was the only public institution that account for growth is unfair to^
was neglected the lowest amo^it of students.’’
I* \ '•
V

te may cut universities' budgets
rt

to respond
to the best of
their ability.
Providers
cannot
practice
what
they
do not know.
The booklet
is an attempt Olszewski
to add to
the critical
knowledge base for providers
who prescribe medications for
pain relief.”
Nursing
professor
Cindy Beel-Bates said pain
management is of particular
importance to nurses.
“Pain is a response to
illness, thus nursing’s focus is
to provide comfort while (a)
physician’s focus is on cure.”
she said. “Comfort can help
with cure because the body has
the energy to heal versus energy
used to fight pain.”
The complex nature of pain
can also create challenges for
health professionals.
“Pain is a multidimensional
phenomena,” Brintnall said.
“How we respond to pain is
highly individual and driven
by a number of factors. Several
common factors are culture,
situational factors, anxiety and
emotion, gender and values and
beliefs about the cause of the
pain.”

Rep. Michael Sak (D-Grand
Rapids) agreed GVSU has not
received adequate funding.
“Absolutely.! believeGrand
Valley deserves an increase in
funding, and I will work with
my colleague for an equitable
and fair solution,” Sak said.
“'Hie big three (University
of Michigan, Michigan State
University and Wayne State
University) get a significant
amount of money, but other
universities provide important
services for the state. Grand
Valley being at the top of that
list.”
One of the challenges Sak
noted was the shift in power
in the House. This year will be
the first Dcmocratic-led House
since 1998.
“We (Democrats) have just
assumed a majority, and we
know there are things that need
to be changed." Sak said.
While the Higher Education
Subcommittee will name its
members this week. Sak said
the process of generating a fair
formula may take time.
“As we progress, we will re
evaluate if this is an effective
formula for funding,” he said.
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Three Americans share 2009 Nobel physics prize
Standard Telecommunications
laboratories
in
Harlow,
England in the 1960s. “Optical
fiber enables you to transmit
information with little energy
over long distances and to
transmit information at very
high rates.”
Kao solved the problem of
transmitting through miles of
glass without having the glass
itself absorb the signal. Coming
Glass Works built on his ideas
to create the first fibers that
could be used for laige-scale
long -d i stance com m u n ications,
making
today’s
Internet
possible.
Kao said he never expected
the award despite the vast
changes that resulted from his
research.
“Fiber-optics has changed
the world of information so
much in these last 40 years,” he
said in a statement released by
the Chinese University of Hong
Kong, where he was formerly
vice chancellor.
Willard S. Boyle, 85, and

So

E. Smith,
79,
were
honored for
inventing
the eye of
the digital

many reason^Jio live here!
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George

perform delicate operationseep achievement resulting from his
inside the human body. It also work was the transmission of
revolutionized
astronomy by images of features of Mars like
Associated Press Writers
letting spacecraft equipped with its red desert taken by digital
STOCK HOI.M (AP) digital cameras take images cameras in space.
T hree Americans whose 1960s
from previously unseen regions
The CCD “has done as
research laid the foundation for
of outer space and transmit much to revolutionize the
today’s world of computerized
camera,
them back to earth.
way astronomy is done as the
images
and
lightning-fast
a
sensor
The work of the three men telescope did,” said U.S. Naval
communication shared the 2009
able
to
is “something that has really Observatory spokesman Geoff
Boyle
Nobel Prize in physics Tuesday
transform
changed
Chester,
a
for their work developing fiber
light into
our
lives,”
regular skyoptic cable and the sensor at the
a
large
said
Joseph
“It
“What the wheel did gazer.
heart of digital cameras.
number of
Nordgren ,
allows you to
for transport, the
Charles K. Kao, 75, was
pixels, the
chair of the
see deeper in
cited for discovering how to
tiny points
academy’s
optical fiber did for
the universe
transmit light signals over long
of
color
physics
telecommunications.” with the same
distances through glass fibers
that are the
comm ittee.
equipment
as thin as a human hair. His
building
“The impact
with
a
blocks
1966 breakthanjgh led to the
on science is
clarity that is
creation of modem fiber-optic
of
every
enormous.”
unparalleled.
RICHARD EPWORTH
communication networks that
digital
The Royal
“Without
FORMER CO-WORKER OF
Swedish
carry voice, video and high
image.
a CCD there
NOBEL PRIZE WINNER
speed Internet data around the
Their
charge-coupled
Academy of
would
not
CHARLES KAO
world.
device, or CCD, is found today Sciences said
be anything
“What the wheel did for
in devices ranging from the all three have
like
the
transport, the optical fiber
cheapest point-and-shoot digital American citizenship. Boyle is Hubble Space Telescope, and
did for telecommunications,”
camera to robotic medical also Canadian. Kao was bom in our current knowledge of the
said
Richard
Epworth,
instruments equipped with Shanghai and is also a British universe would be nowhere
who worked with Kao at
video cameras that let surgeons citizen.
near what it is,” Chester said.
Phil Schewe, a physicist and
The Hubble has six CCDs
spokesman for the American aboard. Earlier plans for a space
Institute of Physics called telescope decades ago involved
optical fibers “the backbone astronauts regularly heading to
of our telecommunications space to switch out film, until
world.”
CCDs came out, said Hubble
Boyle and Smith’s 1969 Space
Telescope
Institute
discovery at Bell Laboratories spokesman Ray Villard.
in Murray Hill, New Jersey
Smith and his wife, Janet
“revolutionized photography, Murphy, were asleep in their
as light could now be captured Waretown, New Jersey home
electronically instead of on when the phone rang at 5:43
film,” the Academy said. It a.m. He couldn't get out of bed
described
the
technology to answer it in time, and the call
as having built on Albert went to voice mail.
Einstein’s discovery of the
“It was a message in a
photoelectric effect, for which Swedish accent, so we knew
he was awarded the Nobel something was up,” Murphy
physics prize in 1921.
said.
Boyle, in a phone call to the
Smith rushed to the Web
academy, said he is reminded site of the Nobel committee
of his work with Smith “when and saw that the announcement
I go around these days and was to be made momentarily.
see everybody using our little The phone rang again shortly
digital cameras, everywhere.”
with the good news.
He told The APthat the CCD
“It does do wonders for
did for light what the transistor one’s ego,” Smith said. “People
did for sound.
obviously like taking pictures.
“In other words, the CCD Look at all the cell-phone
made it possible to store an cameras and cameras in your
optical image and transmit it computer. That’s using this
and use it some where else.”
technology.”
But he said the biggest
Borje Johansson, a member
of the Nobel Committee for
Physics, said the three men’s
work was evident in numerous,
and often overlooked, ways.
“When you Google — if
Living Room
I I
D«droo>n I
II
II
I
you Google — you can be
somewhere in the U.S. finding
information and you don't
n
notice” that the results are
being scoured from worldwide
sources. “You think you have it
right in your pockets.”
He said the work on the
CCD had opened up events
worldwide to an immediate
0
~
audience, too, because of
v<^
the proliferation of digital
cameras.
“I think it’s very important
Open Monday - Friday 10am 7pm & Saturday - Sunday 12pm - 4pm
for people in general that
whatever happens in a comer of
o 24-hour fitness center
o Privately locking bedrooms
the world the rest of the world
o Fully-equipped game room
with your own bathroom
text 48west to
can
get this information because
o A cozy, quiet place to study o Full size washer and dryer
of these cameras everybody
o Individual leases
o Free expanded cable
has,” he said, but noted there
^standard rates apply
© Free QJfT) throughout
o Rates starting at
was a downside because “you
the community
only
/mo.
have all this pornography and
48west@48west.info WWW.48west.COm 616-895-2400
everything.”
The award’s 10 million
kronor ($ 1.4 million) purse will
be split between the three, with
Kao taking half and Boyle and
Smith each getting a quarter.
On Monday, three American
scientists shared the Nobel Prize
in medicine for discovering a
key mechanism in the genetic
operations of cells, an insight
that has inspired new lines of
research into cancer.

By Karl Ritter and
Matt Moore
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Thousands line up for
stimulus check applications

DETROIT (AP) Thousands
of
Detroit
residents have converged
on City Hall and other
municipal offices to register
for what many falsely
believe are $3,(XX) stimulus
checks from the Obama
Administration.
The
Homelessness
Prevention and
Rapid
Re-Housing Program is
designed for low-income
residents who recently
became
homeless
or
are at risk of becoming
homeless.
Lines outside City Hall
began forming about 6:30
am.Tuesday andcontinued
inside
the
downtown
building after it opened.
Mayoral spokeswoman
Karen Dumas said many
responded to rumors that
federal stimulus money was
available to city residents.
She said demand was so
high all applications ran out
Tuesday.
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High court hears first
arguments of new term

LANSING, Mich. (AP)
— The Michigan Supreme
Court has heard arguments
in the first case of its new
term.
The dispute involves
public school districts that
claim the state imposed data
collection and reporting
requirements on schools
without funding the extra
costs.
The high court met in
the old Supreme Court
chambers in the state
Capitol Tuesday morning.
Justices returned to their
normal courtroom a few
blocks away for afternoon
cases.
The court on Wednesday
considered
whether
insurance companies can
use
customers’
credit
scores to set home and auto
insurance premiums.
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House lawmakers locked
in; revenue votes likely

LANSING,
Mich.
(AP) — The Michigan
House is preparing to vote
on bills that would raise
revenue through targeted
tax increases and other
methods to balance the
budget.
Gov.
Democratic
Jennifer Granholm told
the media after meeting
with Deiruvratic House
members Tuesday that
“now is the time to stand
up” for priorities such as
education.
The House has locked
lawmakers in to vote.
Among the items likely
to be voted on are a freeze
or reduction in the increase
in the earned income tax
credit for low-income
Michigan workers.
lawmakers also may
trim some business tax
exemptions and raise the
tax on tobacco products.
Lawmakers failed to
balance the budget with
spending cuts and federal
stimulus money, leaving
government to run on a
temporary budget that
expires at the end of the
month.
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Editorial--------------------------------------------------
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iDITORIAL CAR TOON

Respect sex

U/Ki£Vt \^> lokl(*6(l

At present, the university has no policy
addressing sex in residence halls, so it falls to
students to monitor their actions so no such
policy becomes necessary.
Hven though there is no “right to sex” in the U.S. Constitution,
sex is arguably a civil liberty — a pursuit of happiness, if you
will.
After the age of 18, a person can vote, buy a variety of PG-13
products and engage in consensual sexual activity.
While Grand Valley State University has many policies
regarding student behavior, nowhere in the Student Code is there
a passage pertaining specifically to dorm sex.
Perhaps their trust is ill-placed, but the staff of housing and
residence life seems to share the belief college students have
the sense and maturity to manage their raging hormones in a
responsible fashion.
And shouldn't they? In an environment where roommates are,
in some cases, only a bunk away, the issue becomes more where
and when, than who.
If GVSU were to enact a policy, it would be more to protect the
unsuspecting third parties who might accidentally walk in than to
punish campus lovebirds caught in the throes of passion.
At this point in adult life, roommates should be able to decide
among themselves what color scrunchi doubles as a “do not
disturb” sign and plan accordingly when significant others come
to visit.
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YOUR INSIGHTS

What do you think should be GVSU's sex
policy for its campus residence halls?

"No regulations
— I don't see
why there should
be. You need to
regulate that sort
of thing with who
you are living
with."

Just as each 18-plus student has a right to be sexually active, so
too do they have a responsibility to treat their neighbors and self
with consideration and respect.
With a little common courtesy and fair-warning, no “sex
policy” should ever be necessary at GVSU.

"If you're an adult,
you should be able
to have sex when
you want to. There
is no real way for
RAs or housing to
monitor a policy, so
there is no need for
restrictions."

"If you're going
to do it and if
your roommate
is there and it is
disruptive, then
it is completely
inappropriate. That
is if you're going to
do it."

"Out of common

"I don't feel it's

courtesy, people
should ask their
roommates to sleep
somewhere else.
Freshman year, my
suitemates would
hear my roommate.
Luckily I am a
heavy sleeper."

up to the school
necessarily. I think
it's up to the
individual. As long
as it's not in public,
which is clearly
illegal."

Julie Riggio
Junior
Natural Resource

Chad Gier
Junior
Biomedical Science
Jackson, Mich.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR -------------------------------------I smoke. I like it. I understand
other people do not like it or want my
second hand smoke.
Therefore, I respect the regulations
Grand Valley State University has in
place.
1 do not smoke within 25 feet of
buildings and try to be 25 feet away
from any person while 1 do it. I wait
until 1 cross the Little Mac Bridge
to light up. I also do not support
littering. I respect the environment as
much as I respect my fellow students
who do not smoke.
There is a lack and misplacement
of ash trays on this campus. I am sure
most people have not noticed, but I
am also sure many will agree with
me.
Most trash cans that have ash
tray tops are within one foot of the
doorway of any building and within
five feet of the Bridge.
The issue: I do not want my
cigarette butts lining the cracks in the

sidewalk, and I do not want to impose
my cigarette breaks on others.
I do not appreciate the
inconvenience this causes myself as
well. When I find an appropriately
placed ash tray or combination ash
tray/trash can, I know I have to stop
walking, finish my cigarette, then
move on.
All I ask is GVSU switches trash
cans (without ash tray tops) that line
the main sidewalk by the Lake halls
with the trash cans (including ash tray
tops) that are within one to two feet
of a door.
The oxymoron that exists: all
the combination ash tray/trash
cans within 25 feet of buildings
also include stickers reminding me
smoking within 25 feet of a building
is prohibited. What is a respectful
smoker to do?
Dana Bailey
GVSU student

<$mnb yallep %antt)om
The student-run newspaper of Grand Valley State University

Editorial Page Board
Jenny Whalen
Eric Lee
Lauren Fitch
Chelsea Lane

Editor in Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor
Assistant News Editor

Valley Vote

Chantell Boyd
Kyle Vankoevering
Junior
Computer Science
Zeeland, Mich.
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Budget cuts seems
to be the mantra ringing
all across the state of
Michigan and the newest
cutback in funding will
affect 7,(XX) of Grand
Valley State University’s
24,(XX) currently enrolled
students.
There has been a buzz
on campus since Monday
but no one seemed to
really know what was
going on. Although with
a little sleuthing and few
Google searches, I was
able to find an online
article from The Grand
Rapids Press that actually
pertained to our school
and I finally found some
answers.
It all started with new
budget proposals from
the House and Senate that

84.85%
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granted in-state tuition?

tiVI. OPINION POLICY -
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; The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
! Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley I^uithom.
J The Grand Valley lanthorn welcomes
ifcader viewpoints arid offers three vehicles
$f expression for reader opinions: letters
tt> the editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
r letters must include the author’s name
a(id be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person.
Cotters will be checked by an employee of
tfic Grand Valley lanthorn
j» letters appear as space permits each
K
♦♦♦♦♦♦

issue. ITie limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
ITk* editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley lanthorn will not be
held resprMisible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters ore-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
a intent,
information
and
views expressed are not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Brian! of Trustees, officers,
faculty
tacui and staff.

T

would eliminate some
state-based financial aid
scholarships. To many
people’s surprise. Gov.
Jennifer Granholm —
bless her heart — is
adamantly fighting
for the scholarships to
remain.
The final word hasn’t
been spoken yet for all
the State Competitive
Grants, but GVSU has
already jumped the gun.
FVesident Thomas
Haas issued a letter to
students who received
the Michigan Promise
Scholarship informing
them they would be
expected to pay back the
portion of the scholarship
allotted to them in their
fall semester refund
check.
GVSU is offering
what appears to be two
payment options: pay it
in full or pay it back in
two monthly installments.
Considering the

people who receive
financial aid are
actually in need of
extra assistance, the
university’s willingness
to divide what could be
$500 into two measly
payments of $250 is
beyond generous — yeah
right.
How can the
government expect
students to pay back that
money?
It’s been weeks since
the refund checks were
issued and many GVSU
students use that money
to pay their rent in large
chunks.
The government has
to assume that money is
probably gone, so how
can they put universities
in the position of having
to take back money that it
has already distributed?
Now students already
stretched thin by working
and going to school full
time will have to find a

way to somehow squeeze
out extra cash.
There is no other
option for GVSU
students but to pay it — if
they didn't the owed sum
would count as a school
debt on their record, and
whenever there is a debt,
it affects your ability to
enroll for the next term.
It is inevitable in these
hard times that funding
will be cut back and new
budgets will be set in
place to suit the needs of
the state.
Neither the state of
Michigan nor GVSU
has only themselves
to consider — funding
should always be cut
before it’s distributed,
never after because it
leaves hardworking,
focused students high,
dry and stuck with a new
bill they never anticipated
having.
navery@ lanthorn rom

the state of Michigan taketh away'

Vote online at

Should undocumented students be

Management
Whitelake, Mich.

GVL STUDENT OPINION --------------------------------------------

Should businesses be allowed to
discriminate based on sexuality?

Yes:

Zaven Mouradian
Senior
Film and Video
East Lansing, Mich.

Senior
Advertising and
Photography
Whitelake, Mich.

Critics abound
regaaling the elimination
by the State I louse
of Representatives of
the Michigan Promise
Scholarship. This being
the case. I hesitate to write
on the issue.
The most interesting
discussions to have are the
ones where some polar
controversy exists, but this
particular case seems to
have united all comers of
the political spectrum in
opposition.
However, the fact that
this decision coincides
roughly w ith the passage
by the federal House of
Representatives of the
Student Aid and Fiscal
Responsibility Act
makes this a particularly

f

appropriate time for this
discussion to take place.
Legislators in the
Michigan House all
indicated they did not
want to eliminate the
Promise Scholarship,
but there is simply no
other area to draw from
to balance the budget.
Taking more money
from anywhere else
would result in cuts in
essential activities such
as resurfacing roads
and arming policemen,
legislators have argued.
From the state’s point
of view, it certainly is
essential that policemen
carry guns, and so this
logic seems, in most
cases, to have had its
desired pacifying effect.
The scenario becomes
more troubling, however,
when one considers the
actual numbers involved.
Michigan's legislators
start out at a salary of
$79,650. Throw in an

f

additional $1,000-permonth per diem, and the
base pay fora Michigan
legislator becomes
$91,650 annually.
If every legislator’s
pay remained at that base
rate, then Michigan’s
budget would have to
include more than $13.5
million to support them.
Since they do not
stay at that rate, the
actual number is closer
to $14 million. Michigan
legislators are the secondhighest paid in the nation
behind California. ITiis is
whether they show up for
work or not.
Although the
legislature is currently
in session. Speaker of
the House Andy Dillon
recently spent a week on
paid vacation in Mexico.
Dillon, at $118,650, is the
highest-paid member of
the House.
It seems, then,
opposition to the Housers
1

decision to eliminate
the Promise Scholarship
has gone in the wrong
direction.
Most opposition
has focused on the
word “premise,’’ and
has criticized the state
for “backing out on its
promises."
Despite the fact
legislators are notorious
sticklers for precise
language, it should be
clear words such as
“promise” and “merit"
are simply brand names
never meant to carry any
signification.
A more valid criticism
should focus on supposed
justifications of the
decision that claim the
Promise Scholarship was
the only area from which
funds could be drawn.
A quick analysis of the
legislators own salaries
has shown this argument
is false.
jtroy@ lanthorn rom
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LAKER LIFE

Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com

LGBT community 'comes out' allied

Oriqins
On Oct. 11,1987,
500,000 people marched

GVSU celebrates, supports LGBT students three days before rest of nation recognizes Coming Out Day

in Washington for gay
rights. Momentum from

The training involved student and
ally interaction, learning about LGBT
GVL Laker Life Editor
terms and history and attending
While the
nation celebrates Coming Out Day activities today.
Coming Out Day on Sunday, Grand
Anklam said she encourages allies
Valley State University recognizes to support Coming Out Day.
it today with a drag show and Ally
“A lot of people think the day
Week, which began Monday.
shouldn ’t even ex ist,” she said. “ People
From 10:30 am. to 2:30 p.m. Friday, can come out themselves as allies. If
Out ‘N’ About, the undergraduate they aren’t knowledgeable, they can
LGBT student organization, will come to the events and learn.”
staff information tables at the Cook
Campus Pride, a national nonprofit
Carillon Tower.
organization dedicated to making
Members of the LGBT community college campuses safe for LGBT
and their ally supporters can walk students, recently recognized GVSU’s
through a door to literally come out campus as one of the top 20 LGBTat the Cook Carillon
friendly campuses in
Tower.
the nation, receiving
“Sexuality is
Many allies walk
4.5 out of 5 stars
through this door frame
difficult for a lot of
Some
notable
each year, said Out
factors
in
the
people, especially
‘N’ About President
acknowledgement
when you are in
Patrick Bowen.
include the LGBT
“I have had a lot of
college.”
Resource
Center,
friends go through it,”
the
mentor-mentee
Bowen said. “That’s a
program. Out
‘N’
good experience.”
About
and
the
graduate
ALEX MITCHELL
Members
outside
L.GBT group, now in
GVSU JUNIOR
the LGBT community
formation.
can show their support,
“Grand Valley has
too.
improved a lot since 1
Bowen said students can view the was a freshman,” Anklam said. ‘“The
amateur drag show to learn about drag Lanthorn’ would print articles about
and to see a performance.
people spitting on gay couples.”
Spotlight Productions will show the
Anklam said she is impressed with
movie “Milk” in the Kirkhof Center the changes in campus during the past
big screen theater. The film follows five years.
the life story of Harvey Milk, a gay
“I haven’t heard of anti-gay
rights activist in California.
violence on campus,” she said. “The
“Coming Out Day opens people up only thing we have to worry about is
a little bit more,” said Out ‘N’ About the preacher coming.”
Vice President Sarah Anklam. “A lot
Junior ally Alex Mitchell said
more allies come out on this day to acceptance of different sexualities
support us, and that’s nice to see.”
comes with time.
Allies participated in Safe Harbor
“We saw a lot of the racial hatred
Training on Tuesday and Wednesday.

By Susie Skowronek

this march carried for
months, sparking the
founding of numerous gay
rights organizations.
This date went national
when two foundersRob Eichburg and Jean
O'Leary — set up office
in Hollywood and the
press took the story to
The Oprah Winfrey Show,
CNN, USA Today and
National Public Radio.
Not all of the LGBT
community accepted the
National Coming Out
Day instantly, thinking it
was an invasion of their
personal lives.
"It was clear, though,
that the community was

N ATI 0 U WWWli

ready to take its next step
and be out," said Lynn

A/ATI0A/4L GAY R»G*HT$ A0Vb(4T€$
Courtesy Image / Google Images

Public awareness: National Coming Out Day offers the opportunity for students to publicly
announce their sexual identity with the added support of friends, peers and faculty.

in the ‘50s and ‘60s,” she said. “Along
with becoming more accepting of races
and genders, generations are becoming
more accepting of every body.”
She added, allies can help counsel
those struggling with their sexuality.
“Sexuality is difficult for a lot of
people, especially when you are in
college,” Mitchell said. “People who
can talk to you about it and people
who can mentor you are helpful.”
Anklam said Coming Out Day

Sheopodd, member of the
Human Rights Campaign

encourages open expression and
recognition of self-identity.
“It helps people become more
self-aware and more likely to be open
about themselves and to be truthful to
themselves,” she said.
Anklam said she hopes individuals
take this opportunity to come out.
She added everyone who supports
the LGBT community can make sure
to provide a safe environment today.

board of directors in a
statement to the HRC.
"You cannot have an
invisible movement."
The third year of the
movement, headquarters
moved to Santa Fe, N.M.,
and

21

states celebrated

the festivities.

lakerlife@lanthorn.com

‘Is gay the new black?’ speaker Billy Curtis disagrees
Curtis to discuss interplay of identity as person of color, sexual minority for LGBT conference
because West Michigan is a conservative
area.
GVL Staff Writer
“It’s good to spread awareness and inform
When “The Advocate,” a magazine people that didn't know about these issues,”
covering LGBT issues, asked on its cover, Bowman said. “Plus it’s nice because this
“Is gay the new black?” Billy Curtis was series is open to anybody, and people from
shocked.
the community can come.”
However, after purchasing the magazine
After reading the original article, Curtis
and reading the article, Curtis, who is wrote a letter to the editor.
His letter called the
director of the Gender Equity
struggle of the gay community
Center at the University of
“I always talk
“the last great civil rights
California Berkeley, said he
about the
struggle,” and said the letter
became disgusted.
complexities
“I always talk about the
he wrote responded to the
title and the cover of “The
complexities and interplay
and interplay of
Advocate,” which he felt did
of identities,” Curtis said.
identities.”
not support the content of the
“What does that look like
BILLY CURTIS
when someone happens to be
article itself.
UC BERKELEY GENDER
a person of color who may be
“I just wrote to them
EQUITY DIRECTOR
because I was annoyed, I
a sexual minority?”
Curtis said he is someone
didn’t write to them for them
who has these multiple
to print it,” Curtis said.
identities. He will discuss the magazine’s
He added he did not know his letter went
controversial statement Monday in “Is to print until a friend called to tell him.
Gay the new Black?” as part of the LGBT
“The Advocate” trimmed his response
Resource Center’s ongoing conference.
and cut a paragraph at the end that Curtis
Patrick Bowman, president of Out ‘N’ said he believes gives the letter a different
About, said it is important for Grand Valley tone.
State University to host this conference

By Alexandra Butkovich

His full response is available on the blog
“One Struggle One Fight,” to which Curtis
contributes.
Colette Beighley, assistant director of
the LGBT Resource Center, said when she
saw the cover of “The Advocate” and read
Curtis’s letter, she decided to bring him
to campus as a continuation of the LGBT
Resource Center’s ongoing conversation.
“He’s able to see how it impacts people
with multiple identities, like individuals
who are both black and gay,” Beighley said.
“We want to invite individuals to please join
the conversation and bring their perspectives
to the table. We’re looking forward to a big
turnout and we hope it’s the beginning of a
continued dialogue.”
Beighley said she will attempt to make
copies of the article from “The Advocate”
and Curtis’s response to it. Links to both can
be found on the LGBT Resource Center’s
Web site.
“It’s really important for minority
populations to understand the histories of
other groups,” Beighley said. “It’s important
to honor what each group has gone through
and to see each struggle as unique.”
a butkovich @ lanthorn .com
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Speak: Billy Curtis will present "Is Gay the new Black."

Amateur drag show to feature GVSU students
Students show off
inner-diva as part
of entertaining,
educational show
By Allison Bleeker
GVJ. Staff Writer

RuPaul gained fame as a drag
queen, actor and model when he
appeared on a number of TV shows
in the ‘90s.
Grand Valley State University
students will see fellow students
take the stage in RuPaul-style at the
Amateur Drag Show today.
The drag show, part of National
Coming Out Day, will feature GVSU
students in drag and a question and
answer session after the show.
“I think it ties in well with
National Coming Out Day because
drag performance is all about being
yourself, and the idea of a drag show
in place of the usual guest speakers
is rather refreshing,” said Amanda
Grant, head of public relations for
Out ‘N’ About.
The organization hosts the
show as a part of Coming Out Day
because drag shows help to promote
gay pride.
“Drag is about being yourself,
and so is gay pride,” Grant said.
“Performing in drag, especially

for amateurs, is a way for people
to explore their gender and sexual
identities without being judged or
persecuted.”
Grant said dressing in drag
celebrates and rejects gender norms.
While drag kings and queens are not
necessarily gay or bisexual, drag has
become a staple in queer culture.
“Our drag show will feature men
dressed as women, women dressed
as men and everything in between,”
said Sarah Anklam, vice president
of Out ‘N’ About. “This event will
allow the performers, who might not
feel comfortable otherwise, to fully
express themselves as individuals,
which is what pride is all about.”
Anklam said she hopes the
question
and
answer session
following the show will help
students become more comfortable
with LGBT issues.
“We hope students will walk away
from the drag show more aware of
the LGBT community and hopefully
with some bias of LGBT issues
shed,” she said. “It’s very important
to have this event on campus as many
students might have misconceptions
about the LGBT community.”
The drag show is being held
in conjunction with Power Diva
Productions, which has performed
at GVSU in the past.
GVSU
student
Zachary

I

(

VanHouten will attend the drag show
because he said it will be a unique
experience.
“It is a fun and exciting event for
everyone that attends,” he said. “I
think it’s important for students to
attend events such as these because
it’s not something most would go
out of their way to see, and attending
diverse events like this one is what
enhances someone's educational
and life experiences.”
The drag show will take place
today from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the
Pcre Marquette Room in the Kirkhof
Center.
Out ‘N’ About also asks for
donations to a canned food drive.
All proceeds will go to the Women
Center’s student food pantry.
ableeker@lanthorn.com

GVL Archive

Diva: A drag queen from PowerDiva Productions performs at a past drag show at GVSU

Celebrate Coming Out Day in Grand Rapids
•

•

Downtown Grand Rapids will celebrate National

The Empowering Spirits Foundation and

Coming Out Day on Sunday at Rosa Parks Circle.

Habitat for Humanity will unite in "Raise the

West Michigan Pride, an organization that

Walls for Equality." The organizations aim to

welcomes the diversity and vibrancy of the LGBT

partner the LGBT community with non-LGBT

community, will sponsor "Rock Out 2 Come Out," a

members to engage in non-confrontational

music festival from 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

dialogue. The event runs from 10 a.m. to 2

During this weekend's LGBT Weekend of Service,
one of a national chain of events will grace the
Grand Rapids area.

p.m. at 5701 S. Division St. at the Habitat for
Humanity Restore. A donation is requested but
not required.

Matt Kuzawa, Sports Editor
sports@lanthorn.com
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Lakers to face weapon-heavy, seniororiented Chargers at Hillsdale Homecoming
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Booking it: GVSU senior wide receiver Blake Smolen breaks a tackle during the first half of Saturday's home game against Tiffin University. The Lakers defeated Tiffin 47-21 during this year's "White Out" They face Hillsdale this weekend

went into last week with only one loss and, with
the
exception of Ashland University, are directly
GVL Sports Hditor
behind GVSU in the GLIAC standings.
The road to undefeated has been a smooth ride
“How good we are we don’t really know, but
in the first half of the season for No. 1-ranked the exciting thing is we’re going to have five
Grand Valley State University.
straight weeks of challenges and probably five
Every team the Lakers (6-0,5-0 GLIAC) have teams that are good enough to beat you,” Martin
beat this season are not exactly the cream of the said.
crop, as all currently have one or rAccording to Martin, this is
no wins.
We have not been the toughest stretch of games he
However, there is danger
has ever had at GVSU.
challenged at the
ahead with a much tougher
“We’ve never had five weeks
beginning of the
schedule, leaving little room for
in a row where we’ve had teams
error.
year at all... at
that look like they’re pretty good
“There’s going to be some
Division II football teams,”
least record-wise,
bumps in the road,” said GVSU
Martin said.
head coach Chuck Martin. “It’s
it's been ugly.”
The Lakers have won 48
not going to be like the past
consecutive
regular
season
CHUCK MARTIN
couple weeks. We’ve played
games, and a record 45 straight in
GVSU HEAD COACH
a couple close games already,
the GLIAC.
which should benefit our kids
Martin said in a few games
who have been in some close games.”
this year, the leakers managed to get by because of
This week will be their first test as the the size and ability advantage.
Lakers travel to face Hillsdale College in their
“If we match those efforts, our streak will be
Homecoming game.
over pretty quickly,” he said.
“I would say it is (our) first challenge of the
Hillsdale is 5-0 in its last five Homecoming
year,” Martin said. “We have not been challenged games and is coming off a disappointing loss to
at the beginning of the year at all. It’s sort of similar Findlay last Saturday.
to last year. We have not played gtxxl teams — at
Led by junior quarterback Troy Weatherhead,
least record-wise, it’s been ugly.”
a Grand Rapids native, the Chargers run a highly
All of the teams left on the Lakers schedule

By Matt Kuzawa

efficient offense averaging 429.5 yards per game.
“They have a prolific offense,” Martin said.
“They have a ton of weapons. They’re scoring a
lot of points and are senior-oriented and have a lot
of experience.”
With an offense similar to what the Lakers run,
featuring a passing attack set up by play-action,
the key is to stop the running game first, Martin
said.
“Anytime you play a good passing quarterback,
you have to find a way to get after him,” he said.
“If you don’t stop the run, you’re never going to
be in a position where you’re going to get after
their quarterback because you’re always going to
be trying to defend the run.”
Going from last week playing a winless team
to this week against a ranked Hillsdale team,
senior defensive lineman Alex Gilde said coach
Martin has emphasized more preparation and
watching film.
“The preparation aspect is a little different,”
he said. “It seems like everybody has a little
more focus because these guys may not be the
same level of athleticism, but they’re very well
coached and they're disciplined — they always
have been.”
The next few weeks can only help the Lakers
preperation for the playoffs.
“That higher caliber (team) helps you focus in
and get into more of a routine to the end of the

season where you’ve really got to hit your stride,”
Gilde said. “It helps you develop that focus and
the preparation that you need week in and week
out, that should be there, but maybe was lacking a
little bit at the beginning of the year.”
With the way the GLIAC has shaped out so far
this season, GVSU hopes to be the exception and
remain atop the conference.
‘There’s definitely surprises,” Gilde said.
“That’s why you play the games. It works out
funny sometimes.”
sports @ lanthorn £om

Who: No.1 Grand Valley State (6-0) vs.
Hillsdale (4-2)

When: Saturday 2:30 p.m.
Where: Frank Waters Stadium Hillsdale, Mich.
Series Record: 22-9 GVSU
Streak: GVSU has won the last 10
Last Season: GVSU 41 Hillsdale 10

Athletics to build new, safer outdoor track
2010 renovation projects to include removal of track from stadium
all athletes competing in events.
“There’s a lot of bad areas (on the current track) that no
one should be competing on,” he said.
With high-class indoor facilities now intact, Grand
Though no official announcement has been made,
Valley State University Athletics will
some have speculated that the track
begin to improve the university’s
will be located west of the varsity and
‘‘The shape of the track
outdoor athletic facilities in 2010.
intramural soccer fields.
in the stadium is in
Among the renovation projects on
Once everything is finalized,
tap is the installment of a new outdoor
such dire straits that we Sweany said construction could begin
track facility, which will be one piece
as early as this spring and could be
really need to look into
of an entire outdwr field project.
finished by the fall of 2010.
getting something out
“We’re extremely happy about
“We really want to get on the fast
getting a new track for our athletes and
there that's safe for our track,” Sweany said. “We'll start
student hxxJy,” said senior associate
moving some ground as early as this
athletes.”
Athletic Director Lisa Sweany. “It’s
spring, with weather permitting, and
LISA SWEANY
going to give us the opportunity to host
hopefully be done in the time we
GVSU SENIOR ASSOCIATE
certain events for our athletics that we
expect to be.”
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
weren’t able to host in the past.”
j%reenleaf@ lanthorn c om
For the spri ng 2010 season, the leaker
track and field team was scheduled
to host the GLIAC championships in Lubbers Stadium,
where the current track is located. However, GVSU flipflopped with Ferris State University because of the track's
“unacceptable” condition, according to Sweany.
“TTie shape of the track in the stadium is in such dire
straits that we really need to look into getting something
out there that’s safe for our athletes,” she said. “Each year,
the track is becoming a little less safe and it has holes in
it.”
GVSU will now host the GLIAC outd(x>r track and
field championships in 2011.
Over the years, foot traffic from the numerous football
games played in Lubber’s Stadium has affected the track's
condition.
“Whenever you have a track inside a stadium, it takes
a lot of wear-and-tear from all the college football games
being played.” said GVSU Athletic Director Tim Selgo.
Selgo said removal of the track from the stadium will
be a top priority.
“By getting the old track out of the stadium, we’ll be
able to put it in its own facility and won’t have to worry
about those rough spots that come from football season
anymore.” he said.
As for the athletes and coaches involved in GVSU
athletics, the excitement and anticipation level is building
every day.
“We’re very excited to get a new first-class facility,”
said GVSU men’s and women’s track and field coach Jerry
Baltes. “It will help us in a lot of aspects, such as giving us
the opportunity to train on a home track and hosting home
GVl / James Brien
meets. It will also be huge for us in terms of recruiting as
Revamped
track:
The weathered and worn track in Lubbers
well.”
Stadium is scheduled to be relocated and rebuilt in 2010
Baltes said a new track is necessary to provide safety for

By Jared Greenleaf
GVl. Senior Reporter

GVL i Andrew Mills

Line observance: GVSU senior quarterback Brad Iciek checks the line before the snap
during the first quarter of Saturday's home game against the now 0-6 Tiffin University.

Turnover battle will play
crucial role on Saturday

Facing a powder puff of a schedule
in the first half of the season, the
I bikers must now play nearly flawless
football for the remainder of the
season if they hope to stay undefeated.
The coming weeks will determine
whether the Inkers will keep their
consecutive win streak alive or fall
to mediocrity similar to the rest of
the GLIAC. Make no mistake: the
conference is Grand Valley State
University at the top and then the rest.
There is no clear-cut. No. 2 team in
the GLIAC, but this weekend against
Hillsdale College will probably be the
leakers’ toughest game this year.
It has all the makings of an upset:
1) The lakers’ comerhacks arc
a young and inexperienced group.
After losing senior Robert Carlisle to
a season-ending injury a few weeks
ago. the leakers have been forced to
start two comcrbacks w ith zero career
starts prior to this season. After playing
against two young quarterbacks in past
weeks, this week they may be exposed

by Hillsdale QB Troy Weatherhead.
2) It’s Homecoming at Hillsdale
College. For the leakers, they could
care less. They won’t prepare or play
any different because of it, shrugging
it off. However. Hillsdale will
undoubtedly be motivated by the big
crowd of students and alumni.
3) Hillsdale is coming off a
surprising 42-17 loss to the University
of Findlay after being ranked No. 24
in the latest Division II AFCA poll, its
highest ranking in school history. They
may have been looking ahead to this
week because they host the top team
in the nation. Nonetheless, they should
be ready to bounce back.
That said, this game will still be
decided by how well the Utkers play.
Senior quarterback Brad Iciek has yet
to throw an interception this season
while junior running back Jimmy
Bcrczik has a handful of fumbles.
This won’t be one of the blowouts
to which leaker fans have grown
accustomed. Expect a close game or at
best a couple l>aker touchdowns.
But beware, if the leakers turn
the ball over or let up. Hillsdale will
make them pay — to the tune of their
first regular season loss in almost five
years.
sports @ Urn thorn .com
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Men's soccer keeps hopes alive
with win over defending champs
Recovering from two consecutive losses, Lakers defeat Indiana University
By Emanuel Johnson
GVl. Senior Reporter

DEJAVU.4

1336 Ravine @ Douglas • Kalamazoo (269) 344-6104
‘"Text K200VU to 68683 to receive discounts and coupons!"
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Heading into Sunday’s
matchup
with
defending
conference champion Indiana
University, things looked
bleak for the Grand Valley
State University men’s club
soccer team.

2

The Lakers traveled to
Indiana fresh off two onegoal divisional losses to
Central Michigan University
and
Western
Michigan
University.
Fortunately, GVSU struck
early and held on for the l -0
win, as the waning moments
of the game became as
strenuous on the team as any
other point in the season.
“It
was
definitely

Michigan State University.
And only the top three teams
from each division get to
move on to the playoffs.
After losses to Central
Michigan
and
Western
Michigan, the Lakers sit in
the middle of the pack with a
divisional record at 2-3.
“Right now we’re in the
middle of the pack, which is
definitely not where I wanted
us to be,”
said
GVSU
“When that final
head
coach
whistle sounded,
Jeff Crooks.
“We’re in a
we were extremely
position right
happy. It was a
now where we
huge win for us ...” quite literally
have to beat

nerve

racking,” said
sophomore
Keith Spieker.
“It became a
struggle to stay
ahead, but for
Michigan
the most part
KEITH SPIEKER
GVSU SOPHOMORE
we defended
and Michigan
pretty
well
State — we
and tried to
have to win
keep possession toward the all of the rest of our games if
end. When that final whistle we want to have just a chance
sounded, we were extremely of getting into the playoffs.
happy. It was a huge win for That’s how difficult it is in
us, especially coming off of our division.”
those l-0 losses to Central
With
the
momentum
and Western.”
garnered from their win over
But the team (5-3-1) is not a MASC powerhouse, several
out of the woods yet.
Lakers feel optimistic about
The Lakers share the their chances, said junior
central
division of the and club president Tyler
Midwest Alliance Soccer Veneman.
Conference with the annual
“After those two losses,
club
soccer juggernauts we do have a lot of ground
University of Michigan and to make up,” Veneman said.

online dining survey

could win
grind prize:
two 1st prizes:

“But if we can play with
Indiana, we can play with U
of M and Michigan State, the
annual powerhouses in club
soccer. We’re not necessarily
the biggest team out there, but
as long as we can use our ball
skills and keep the ball on the
ground, l think we can beat
any team out there.”
The Lakers have only made
the playoffs two times during
Crooks’ seven-year tenure as
head coach. Whether or not
the team makes the playoffs
this year, Crooks said he has
seen more improvement in
this season’s team than in any
of his previous seasons.
“I’ve been here for seven
years, and I’ve never had a
team work harder than this
one,” he said. “When l first
got to Grand Valley, there
was a big difference in the
talent level between the least
talented player on the team
and the best player. Now it’s to
the point where I legitimately
don’t have to worry about
subbing any player in during
any big game for us. There
are just better players that are
showing up on campus.”
The team plays Southern
Illinois
University
on
Saturday, before hosting the
University of Michigan on
Oct. 17.
ejohnson @ lantliorn .com

Courtesy Photo / Men's Club Socter

Optimism: After its recent win against Indiana University, the men's club soccer team hopes to continue on to playoffs.
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Michigan State vs. Illinois

at 8:05 p.m.

at noon

Michigan 27 Iowa 23

Michigan State 26

Coming off his first loss

Illinois 17

as a Wolverine, it will be

Illinois is not what everyone

interesting to see how Tate

expected heading into the season.

Forcier responds to the

If Dantonio can get his team to

adversity. I expect Forcier to

start believing in themselves then

will the team to another win

look out for the Spartans.

Iowa 27 Michigan 16

Michigan State 31
Illinois 10

Iowa hasn't given up more
than 21 points in a game

I don't know what's wrong with

this season, and Michigan's

the Fighting lllni, but coming off

offense will not be able to

a big win, Michigan State should

function in deafening Kinnick

have no problem with them.

Stadium.

Iowa 24 Michigan 20
Michigan will play much
better than they did against
the Spartans. However, expect
Hawkeye quarterback Ricky

1-3 last
week,97overall

VAN ANDEL ARENA
TICKETS ON SALE NOW
BU Y
TICKETS } LtvenRTion.com ~C
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Michigan vs. Iowa

,k

I

1-3 last
week, 5 7
overall

Stanzi to wear down the

Michigan State 35
Illinois 24
Look for the Spartans to keep
rolling as Kirk Cousins has
a big day, throwing three

Wolverine secondary in the fourth

touchdown passes against a

quarter.

porous lllini secondary.

Michigan 34 Iowa 27

Michigan State 29

Michigan will take out the

Illinois 17

frustration of last week on

While Michigan State has

the Hawkeyes, who are also

messed up my picks every

in the perfect position for a

single week, I still think their

letdown.

defense is too much for the
Juice to handle.

Iowa 18 Michigan 14

Michigan State 31

Forcier played like a

Illinois 7

freshman when it counted.

It'll be about as competitive

I'm not sure he can bounce

as a high school team vs.

back.

GVSU.
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GLIAC title looms ahead of runners'
dreams for national championship
After snagging top two at Notre Dame Invitational, teams prepare for meet in GH
third meet of the year,” he said. “We made
the right improvements and competed very
GVL Staff Writer
hard, and the results were solid as well.
With determined performances from Hopefully we can carry this over into next
each of their top runners, both the Grand week and the upcoming conference meet.”
Valley State University men’s and women’s
Matching the men with five top-15
cross-country teams enjoyed solid finishes runners in the meet, the women’s dominance
at last Friday’s Notre Dame Invitational.
continued this weekend, which was no
Led by junior Megan Maceratini’s surprise to Maceratini.
overall
second-place
“The team is using
finish, the GVSU women
the experience we gained
“The
team
finished first out of 21
from last year, and we’re
teams at the meet. They
is using the
focusing a lot on doing
have placed first in every
the little things,” she
experience we
meet this season.
said. “We’re doing a lot
T”he men were close
of push-ups and core
gained
from
last
behind,as they finished on
work, making sure we’re
the heels of North Central
year... ”
strong all around, not just
College for a tightlyrunning. We’re working
MEGAN MACERATINI
contested second place.
on all aspects individually
GVSU JUNIOR
Sophomore
Tyler
so we can get better as a
Emmorey ran the 8 km
team ”
race in a personal-best 24
However, there is a lot of work to do
minutes, 4 seconds. Emmorey, along with for both teams as they prepare for the
four of his teammates, finished in the top- national championship. Both have won a
15.
significant amount of consecutive GLIAC
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes said he championships. The men have captured
was very pleased with the performances of six in a row while the women have eight
both the men and the women, especially straight titles.
with the season just a month old.
Emmorey said the experience the team
“We ran very solid this weekend for our

By Greg Monahan

gained from last year will help them move
up further as the season goes on.
“We have a really young team.” he said.
“Last year, for a lot of us, it was our first time
running in big meets. This year we know
what it’s like and we know what to expect,
and it doesn’t really freak us out anymore.
We have good senior leadership this year
with Ross Faasse. One year has made a big
difference for us.”
For the women, there is one thing on
their collective minds: winning GVSU’s
first cross-country national championship.
Maceratini said the team knows it is
definitely a reachable goal.
“Our ultimate goal is to win (the national
championship),” she said. “We’ll just focus
on what we do for every other meet. We’ll go
into it like we always do. If we’re prepared
and trust our training and our coach. I’m sure
we’ll be fine like we have been all along.”
GVSU and several other colleges from
Michigan will meet this Friday in Grand
Rapids for the Michigan Intercollegiates
meet, which begins at 3:30 p.m. After
that, the men and women will take a week
off before they both look to extend their
streak of conference titles at the GLIAC
Championships on Oct. 24.

Courtesy Photo / FaceboOk
Power pack: GVSU women's cross country is set on a national title win.
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GVL Staff Writer

Not even the lake that sunk
the SS Edmund Fitzgerald
could slow down the Grand
Valley State University men’s
golf team this past weekend.
The team traveled to the
shores of Lake Superior in
Marquette, Mich., for the
GLIAC Championship and
returned with a first place
trophy for the third time in four
years.
“I was really proud of the
team this weekend,” said head
coach Don UnderwtxxJ. “They
hung in there and overcame
some adversity.”
Despite cold temperatures,
rainy weather and strong
winds, GVSU finished with a
29-over-par 881, which was
20 strokes better than second
place University of Findlay.
The score was also the sixthbest in school history on a 54hole course.
“It’s not an easy course, but
everyone hung in there and
played solid,” said senior Matt
Malloure. “We all had bad
shots, but we fought back and
won.”
Underwood said the team’s

ability to overcome adversity
can be attributed to their mental
toughness.
“On this course, there were
a lot of places that you can hit
gcxxl shots and not have them
end up where you wanted,”
he said. “You really had to be
mentally tough to play here.”
The psychological aspect
of the game is one of the
team's strengths, according to
freshman Chase Olsen.
“We played really patient
and didn't let bad shots fluster
us,” Olsen said. “The other
teams were not as tough as we
were, which helped us win.”
Olsen finished sixth overall
with a 6-over-par 219. Also
placing in the top 10 were
and Michael Basinski and
Malloure, who tied for second
with a 3-over-par 216.
“Matt (Malloure) played
solid all three rounds, and
Ben (Brooks) and Anthony
(Provenzola) played consistent
in some tough conditions,”
Underwood
said.
“Chase
Olsen also stepped up and
played great in his first time at
the GLIAC Championship.”
For
Olsen,
the
past
weekend’s event was different

from the team’s previous
tournaments.
“This tournament
was
actually
pretty
intense
compared to our tournaments
before,” Olsen said. “There
were definitely some head
games going on, as people were
trying to get ahead and make
up shots any way possible.”
However,
the
team
stayed focused, as a result of
Underwood's preparation.
“(Underwood) did a great
job preparing us for this one,”
Basinski said. “He told us
it would be a grind out there
and he understood that bad
shots would happen, so he just
wanted us to look forward to
the next hole.”
Underwood added he was
impressed with the demeanor
and recent success of his team.
“I’m proud of the way our
team handled everything,”
Underwood said. “This really
showed that our program has
been one of the better programs
in the conference over the past
few years.”
This triumph was extra
special for Malloure, who is in
his final year as a member of
the team.
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Men's golf three-peats as conference champions
By Aaron Brandt

Monday Nile

“I was pretty excited about
this one,” Malloure said-. “It
was good to win in my last
year on the team.”
While the team will
certainly enjoy the victory, they
get back to work on Sunday
and Monday at the Motor
City Invitational in Grosse lie,
Mich., hosted by Wayne State
University.
“We are in a pretty good
place right now, but just
because we won doesn’t mean
we can’t improve,” Olsen said.
“We still have to play hard this
weekend.”

e difference
between a career
and a purpose is
about 8,000 miles
Learn more about the Peace Corps.
Attend an information sess«an. v

Tuesday, October 13th at 6:30 p.m. •
1142 Kirkof Ctr., GVSU, Allendale Campus
or

Wednesday, October 14th at 7:30 p.m.
University Club, DeVos Building C, GVSU
800.424.8580 | www.peacecorps.gov
Life is calling. How far will you go?

ahrandt@ lanthorn rom

THREE COURSES
TWO PEOPLE
ONE GREAT PRICE!
irter to share
Pick ONE starter
shar
• Skillet Queso
'•0> Onion String 6
Crispy Jalapefto Stack
J Bottomless Tostada Chips & Salsa
• Eight Kickin’ Jack Nachos
• Half Order of Texas Cheese Pries
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► Choose TWO full entrees to enjoy
rsadillas
• Nttff ftack of Ribs
* Chicken Fajita Ouesadillas
mdwich
• Original
• Smoked Turkey Sandwich
• Shiner Bock- BBQ Sauce■
Sar
•. Buffalo Chicken Ranch Sandwich
• Memphis Ory Rub
. ............... ..
;f :4;*■
•
Country-Fried
Steak
• Honey BBQ Sauce
• Cajun Chicken Pasta
• Bacon Burger
f • Quesadilla Explosion Salad
• Big Mouth* Bites
• Mesquite Chicken Salad
• Oldtimer*
• Boneless Buffalo Chicken Salad
• Oldtimer* with Cheese
'
< S-iiv • • .
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Pick QNE dessert to share
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Courtesy Photo / Men's Golf Team

Three-peat: The GVSU men's golf team won its third GLIAC Championship this past weekend in Marquette, Mich

• Chocolate Chip Paradise Pie*
• Sweet Shots (choose 3 flavors)

Brownie Sundae
• Molten Chocolate Cake
• Chocolate Chip Cookie
Molten Cake

• Key Lime Pie
• Red Velvet Cake •
• Warm Cinnamon Roll

• White Chocolate
Molten Cake
• Cheesecake

• Warm Double Chocolate
Fudge Brownie

,

*

,
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Chocolate Molten

Texas Cheese Fries

home of

www.Chilis.com
Classic

Wyoming
770 54th Street SW
616-261-9733
Grand Rapids
2135 E. Beltline Northeast
616-361-1972
Kentwood
4580 28th
616-949-5892

Double Order $13.49
(enough for two)
Single Order $7 99

Top Shelf or
Caribbean Margarita*
10 oz. Rita $2.99
16 oz. Rita $4.99
*Mu«f tui *1 iMiat:
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Student works with Moore on 'Capitalism' documentary
with him getting credited in the film as
an
archival assistant.
GVL A&E Editor
He started working with the archival
Jay Teegardin said he has seen the crew at the beginning of his internship,
movie he helped make “probably 20 or digging up video clips online needed
30 times now,” but he is not sick of it.
for the film.
“I’m definitely passionate about it,”
“1 just started doing really well,” he
he said. “I think everyone should go said, so he got more responsibility.
check it out.”
GVSU film and
Teegardin, a film
video
professor
“You feel like you
and video student at
Deanna Morse said it
have a hand in
Grand Valley State
is a tribute to Teegardin
University, was able to
the movie ... I like
that he was able to
be a part of Michiganmove up to archival
filming what is
based
filmmaker
assistant.
real.”
Michael
Moore’s
“It’s great that Jay’s
latest
documentary,
first film job was on
“Capitalism: A Love
a title that will reach
Story.”
JAY TEEGARDIN
so many people in
Teegardin began
GVSU FILM AND VIDEO
America ... and around
the job very humbly —
STUDENT
the world,” Morse
he started as an intern.
said.
He got the position
Teegardin said one of his favorite
because someone he had worked with parts of watching the documentary is
on construction in the past worked when he gets to see clips he personally
construction for the movie and helped selected.
him get his foot in the door.
“I can watch the movie and see the
By the end of the filming and editing clips 1 found online,” he said.
process, though ,Teegard in’s few -hours“Capitalism: A Love Story” is not as
a-week internship blossomed into an politically charged as previous Moore
80-hour-a-week ordeal that culminated films, Teegardin said.

By Haley Otman

MOONS AND

TORS

“It’s kind of a we-the-people
documentary.”
In an interview with Corey Hall of
Metro Times, Moore also said it was
not specifically targeting any political
group.
“I think that when you’ve got
1 -in-8 mortgages in delinquency or
foreclosure ... that’s cutting across all
kinds of party lines, class lines, race
lines- and I’m hoping, with this film,
that people will see that,” Moore said
in the article.
Teegardin said he got to experience
varied responses from people who
found out he was working for Moore.
“You see both sides of the spectrum”
of those who love Moore’s work and
those who hate it, he said.
“His advocacy-style documentary
filmmaking encourages people to talk
about current social issues long after
they leave the theater,” Morse, a Moore
fan, said,
In real life, though, Moore does not
always behave the same way he does in
his documentaries.
“He’s a nice guy, quiet,” Teegardin
said. “Behind the scenes, he’s just an
average man.”
Teegardin attended staff meetings

Courtesy Photo / Deanna Morse

Video visionary: GVSU student Jay Teegardin spent five months as an intern and then
archival assistant on the set of Michael Moore's documentary, "Capitalism: A Love Story." As
a result of the 80 plus hours he put in the film, he received credit as an archival assistant.

led by Moore, in which he asked
everyone for their input, including one
meeting to ask for ideas on what to
name the documentary.
“You feel like you have a hand in
the movie,” Teegardin said.

Teegardin said he plans to continue
working on documentaries in the future,
“I like filming what is real.”
“Capitalism: A Love Story” is now
in theaters.
arts @ lanthorn .com

Cartoonist Lynda Barry
talks mixed mediums
Award-winning writer, artist to reminisce on real issues of growing up
By Danielle Slabbekoorn
GVL Staff Writer

Courtesy Photo / Robert Shechtman
Eclectic: Robert Shechtman's music combines variety of sounds, genres and inspirations.

New album to bring life to
professor's compositions
By Josh Brunsting
GVL Staff Writer

Robert Shechtman’s work can
finally be heard again with the first
commercial release of his music.
The album, “Robert Shechtman:
Moons and Ancestors,” is full of
music composed by the former Grand
Valley State University professor of
composition, who died in 2002.
A nativeofNew Jersey,Shechtman
came to GVSU, which at the time
was Grand Valley State College,
as a teacher of music composition
in 1971. The album includes three
pieces Shechtman wrote during the
‘90s.
“Robert Shechtman is one of the
very few serious music/classical
composers in the Grand Rapids
area,” said Glenn Freeman, a member
of OgreOgress Productions, the
company behind the release of this
album.
The album features three pieces:
“Ancestral Song,” a hom and
organ piece, which was written for
Paul Austin and Gregory Crowell;
“Variations on the Huang Chung
of the Eleventh Moon,” which was
written for the group Ethnocentric;
and “Water from the Moon,” which
was written for performer Christina
Fong, who worked on the recording.
“Each group and/or performer has
a specific piece written for them,”
Fong said.
The sounds and styles of each
song also span genres.
“The piece has many creative
elements,” said performer Paul Austin.
“For example, at the beginning of the
piece, Bob (Shechtman) requested
that I hold the hom up in the air to
sound like a shofar, which is a ram’s
hom used during High Holy Days.
This gives the hom a more primitive
sound. The piece really pushes the
limits of technique.”
This eclectic style fits perfectly

with the late composer’s diverse
taste.
“Bob (Shechtman) had many
styles, but you can basically divide
his music into two camps: jazz and
non-jazz,” Fong said. “Unlike many
other composers, these two had no
relation to each other. His jazz pieces
were very traditional and his non-jazz
pieces were often, but not always,
experimental.”
His life was just as varied as his
music..
“His music is as colorful as he
was,” Fong said. “Anyone who
knows Bob (Shechtman) has stories
about him. He would say things just
to get a rise or to engage people in
interesting discussions. He loved his
motorcycles, bikes and most of all his
cats.”
As well as being the first
commercial
release from this
composer, this is also a personal
release for those who knew him.
“He attended one of my first
performances as the GVSU hom
teacher,” Austin said. “From that
performance, he said that he wanted
to write a piece to feature me, and we
spent hours in a coffee shop in East
Grand Rapids discussing everything
from religion to teaching. This led to
his decision to compose the piece for
hom and organ ‘Ancestral Songs.’”
However, to many, Shectman was
more than simply a composer or an
artist.
“Bob (Shechtman) was my friend
and one I still miss and remember so
vividly after all of these years as if
he was still alive,” Austin said. ‘To
have known Bob, to have met Bob,
is to never forget Bob. Let’s just say
he made an impression. Unlike many
or most of his colleagues. Bob was a
personality.”
For more information on “Robert
Shechtman: Moons and Ancestors,”
visit http://www.ogreogress.com.
jbrunstinft @ lanthorn com

Known for mixing mediums
of humor and reality, the award
winning illustrator and writer Lynda
Barry will lecture on her life and
work tonight.
Beverly Seley, professor of art
at Grand Valley State University,
is running the program. Seley said
Barry has a fabulous sense of humor,
yet her work remains very pointed to
social concerns.
In Barry’s book, “Cruddy,” Seley
said there is a darker tone, while
her book “What It Is,” exposes how
the mind works in dealing with
experiences and how it formulates
ideas and imagination.
Ed Wong-Ligda, coordinator of
illustrations at GVSU, said Barry’s
work focuses on “personal issues in
society” and Barry is “very quirky
and unusual about the way she
thinks.”
Her comics deal with how art
changes in perspective as a child, as
a teen and as an adult.
Barry’s
work
breaks
the
stereotypical idea of comic strips,
said Wong-Ligda, because they are
more personal than commercial and

'

have more emotional content than
traditional ones.
Anna Campbell, professor of
art and design at GVSU, described
Barry as an aggressive novelist and
an independent artist who confronts
real issues of the heartbreaks of youth
and the difficulties of growing up that
are influenced by family situations.
On the flip side, Campbell said
her writing not only deals with these
serious issues, but it also shows the
incredible inventiveness of her child
characters, who all have expansive
imaginations.
“(T here are) waves of compassion
that come through her work,”
Campbell said. “It is embracing of all
our quirky needs as human beings.”
Brett Colley, professor of art and
a big fan of Barry, called her work
mostly autobiographical and even
though it is sincere and funny, it is
not concerned with being “sweet.”
“Barry’s comics are not typical
fantasy,” Colley said, “They act as
catharsis for both the author and
reader, and I think she works in
that medium because her poignant,
even melancholy, subjects can be
disguised as whimsy.”
Although many speculate on what
Barry’s lecture will be on, Campbell

said everyone will be sure to gain
something from it.
Campbell added this lecture
should be redefined as “spontaneous,
funny and emotionally grabbing,”
especially considering in many of her
lectures Barry carries a giant stack of
index cards with one key word on
each that will trigger certain stories
for her to tell.
Through her own way, Barry will
get her points across in a manner to
which everyone can relate, Campbell
said.
Seley said she hopes Barry’s
lecture will reveal her life story and
talk about her “innate love for writing
and drawing and how she came to it
in her own way.”
Seley said she believes Barry’s
honest information will touch her
audience.
Barry won the Washington State
Governor’s Award for her novel,
“The Good Times are Killing Me,”
and a 2003 William Eisner Award
for “Best Graphic Album” and an
Association Alex Award for her book
“One! Hundred! Demons!”
Her lecture will be at 7 p.m. in the
Loosemore Auditorium, on GVSU’s
Pew Campus, with free admission.
dslahhekoorn @ lanthorn .com
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Courtesy Photo / Lynda Barry
Humorotrs reality: Author and illustrator Lynda Berry will share autobiographical stories from her childhood at 7 p.m. in the Loosemore Auditorium.

See more:
Visit
Four young comics from Grand

“What's Wrong With Virginia," a

"RiffRaff," a film by GVSU alumni John

Seth Colter Walls of Newsweek

Rapids, including Allen Trieu, a GVSU

feature film starring Jennifer Connelly,

Otterbacher and Justen Naughton,

magazine reviewed the GVSU New

alumnus who got his start at Last Laker

Ed Harris and Emma Roberts will finish

will be shown at the Urban Institute

Music Ensemble's latest recording, a

Standing, will perform at the Wealthy

filming in a beach house on Quincy

for Contemporary Arts Friday at 9 p.m.

performance of Terry Riley's "In C."

Theatre at 8 p.m. Friday

Street in Holland, Mich, on Monday.

(with a WMFVA Industry Mixer at 7:30

"Beyond the geographical surprise,

Trieu, Adam Degi, Matt Lauria and

There are 30 total locations in West

p.m ), Saturday at 7 p.m. (followed by

it actually makes sense that a young

Trevor Smith will each perform a

Michigan that will be in the movie

a question and answer session with

feature set.

Local citizens have created a Facebook

Otterbacher) and Sunday at 3 p.m.

ensemble has shown a flair for this
music,*' Walls said. Or, 'To put it

group called "What's wrong with

The UICA is located at 41 Sheldon Blvd.

another way, these kids are a trip."

Virginia Movie" to track the filming.
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FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

NONPROFIT

2 Issues min.

55C/word

50C/word

DEADLINES:Noon Friday fa Monday, Noon Wectesday for Thrsday

3-4 Issues

50C/word

45C/word

E-mail your classifieds:

5+ Issues

45</word

40C/word

100 COMMONS
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

Allendale Campus

331-2460

?10.4 per week up to 25 words,
Each additional word 25C

Calls taken Monday-Friday, 9-S
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Announcements

Services

Check out the $4.99 lunch spe

Anything Sews & Bridal Servces provides consignmen
dresses starting at just $25. Cal
today! 616-892-7397 or visi
www.anythingsews.net

cials at Mr. Gyros in Standale
Detween Wendy's and BlockDuster. $0.99 hot dogs anc
£4 99 subs all day everyday.
Harvest - Time Special: McIn
tosh Apples &7.95/half bushel.
Open
Monday-Saturday
3am-7pm. 10% off for students
and staff with college ID. Stop
n and check out our great
prices!

Every Monday is College Night.
Get in for just $5 with your Colege ID. Text KZOOVU to 68683
to receive discounts and cou
pons! Visit dejavu.com

Free to a good home: 2 Yorkie
puppies for adoption. They are
vet checked and also friendly. If
interested contact me on
James.lens@yahoo.com

Your
Ad
Here

Offering Free: Pregnancy test
ing, peer counseling, Pre-nata
& parenting classes, abortion
nformation and community re
ferrals. Call 616-895-1893 or
visit www.lakeshorepregnancycenters.com

In need of an attorney? David
Knoester is an experienced at
torney located just 3 miles from
the Allendale campus. Cal
616-895-7300 today.

Employment
Bartenders wanted. Up to
B250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Need a Job & Fast Cash Now?
Concerned Citizens of Allendale
needs petition circulators in Alendale Township. You must be
a state of Michigan registered
voter. For more info call:
516-895-1420

Housing
Copper

MathSuey

Beech

fownhomes...the most space
for the best price! 1, 2, 3, or 4
bedroom units! Located in Alendale on 48th Street. Cal
516-895-2900
or
visil
copprbeechtownhomes.com foi
more information.

Beautiful large one bedroom
apartment. $475 includes water,
Close to downtown. Living
room has mahogany floors anc
fireplace. Also features office,
bathroom, kitchen, entry way,
and mudroom. Garage parking,
aundry, plenty of storage in
casement. Call 616-430-5751

Add, subtract, multiply or divide the
8 numbers-in any order- to equal
the number in the diamond below.
Use each of the 8 numbers, only
once! (You may use parentheses
and/or brackets to solve the
equation, if necessary.)

©2009 Dan Yovich & Laura Bergells. All rights reserved.
For more, visit MathSuey com

See Answers on B6

Beautiful 3 or 4 bedroom apart
ment. $825 includes water.
Close to downtown campus,
Living room has mahogany flooi
and fireplace. Garage and ofl
street parking. Kitchen, parlor,
bathroom, formal dining room,
entry way and mudroom. Large
closets in all bedrooms. Cov
ered balcony. Plenty of storage
n basement. Call 616-430-5751

6
3

3
6

Roommate wanted for large
louse near downtown GVSU,
£400/month
+
gas,
516-532-5586

See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com

presented by the Catholic
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8
Female roommate wanted al
Hilllcrest M4. 4 bedroom, 2.5
bathroom. $409/month + utili
ties. Free parking, bus service
available. Email J_miller55@yaboo.com
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to submit

October 14th, 7:00pm
Pere Marquette in Kirkhof

classifieds online.

See Answers on B6
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Western Michigan University offers nearly two dozen graduate degree programs
and certificates at WMU-Grand Rapids. Known today as The Graduate Center,
with locations downtown and on the Beltline, WMU-Grand Rapids offers
multiple options for you to invest in yourself and your career.

Graduate and certificate programs available at WMU-Grand Rapids:
• Alcohol and Drug Abuse (Cert)
• Business Administration (MBA)
• Counseling (MA)
• Educational Leadership (MA & PhD)
• Engineering Management (MS)
• Holistic Health Care (Cert)
• Occupational Therapy (MS)
• Practice of Teaching (MA)
• Social Work (MSW)
•Teacher Certification (Cert)

Graduate and certificate programs available online or online hybrid
• Career and Technical Education (MA) Online
•Post-BaccalaureateTeaching Certification Online hybrid
•Troops to Teachers Post-BaccalaureateTeaching Certification Online hybrid
• Educational Technology (MA & Cert) Online
• Physical Education-Pedagogy (MA) Online hybrid
9 Sttericg Education (MA) Online
Special (Adapted) Physical Education (MA) Online hybrid
jfipjrii . - > IS
~

tome face-to-face courses required

Western Michigan University
Grand
(616) 771-4100
,(616) 771-9470
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The little indie that could

It’s really quite difficult to
find some work of Quentin
Tarantino’s that isn’t iconic in
one way or another.
Favorite or not, though,
there isn’t a single argument
that can be made against
the fact that “Pulp Fiction”
changed everything.
It not only cemented
Tarantino as an A-list director
but also revitalized the careers
of actors on their way down
in the fame game and, in all
honesty, became one of the
most influential films ever.
The story arc, for one, was
completely unconventional
for the time. The film features
three distinct chapters, and
its characters intertwine
themselves in each other’s fate.
Seven sequences in all play
during the course of the movie.
What’s confusing on paper
translates to a master formula
for a masterpiece of cinema.
As much hype as a
Tarantino film produces, there
are a lot of detractors from the
man’s work.

He pays homage to dozens
of films within a single one of
his own.
Tarantino throws everything
he possibly can into a blender
and sets it on high. And it
always seems to work.
In “Pulp Fiction,” the
mysterious briefcase can
be traced back to “Kiss Me
Deadly.” Everything in “Pulp
Fiction” comes from something
else, creating something
entirely new in the process.
A lot of these bits and pieces
of cinema are so minute or
insignificant only renowned
film historians, admirers of
foreign classics and even fans
of blaxploitation have any clue
they’ve been done before.
If anything, Quentin’s use
of these snidbits only highlights
these otherwise unpopular
films in the U.S.
But back to that briefcase
that floats around every
sequence for the duration of the
entire film. What’s in it?
Tarantino said in an
interview with Howard Stem
in late 2003, “It’s whatever the
viewer wants it to be.”
My thoughts on the matter?
Buy “Pulp Fiction” and
decide yourself.
clevandoski @ lanthorn xorn

MOTMANS
FARM MARKET

0-2617 Riverholl Drive (old M-45)

4-1E miles west of Standate on M-45

Stop in and check out our

Great Prices!
NOW PICKING
Gala

APPUS

McIntosh

HOMEGROWN
Bartlett pears
Tomatoes

Honey Crisp

GVL / Andrew Mills

March on: The Pride of the Midwest GVSU marching band provides halftime entertainment as well as contributing to the upbeat atmosphere at football games.

Laker marching band sets tune for football games
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Editor in Chief

Almost 140 members strong, the Pride
of the Midwest is the soundtrack of Laker
football.
The “Pride,” otherwise known as the
Grand Valley State University marching
band, is a source of entertainment and spirit
for the fans and players of university sports.
“If the fans are not getting into it the
band is, and we’re there to support the
football team and we want them to win,”
said Stephanie Morse, mellophone section
leader. “We’re always cheering for them
and 1 love it. They get so pumped. We're not
there to compete, we’re there to support the
team, and I believe that is my job ”
Rehearsing almost 10 hours a week,
director of GVSU Athletic Bands John
Martin said membership in the band is
the equivalent of a part-time job for many
students.
“(Marching band) is a huge time
commitment,” Martin said. “You're putting
in six hours Monday, Wednesday and
Friday, another hour and a half on Tuesday,
plus another hour and a half on game day.
These students are spending every moment
in rehearsal on the music and out on the
field marching.”
The band’s most recent show,
“Cartoons,” which was performed at
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Saturday’s football game against Tiffin season stretches into fall, inclement weather
University, is one of the more complex can slow and complicate rehearsals.
“Marching in the pouring rain is
shows, featuring four songs and 39 charts.
At the beginning of the season, each something you say, ‘Hey, I did it and it
band member is assigned a number that was awesome,”’ said Albert Hovingh,
corresponds to his or her placement on sousaphone section leader. “It sucks in the
the held at various points in a given show, moment, but a few weeks later you’ll be
which are marked on charts. For each song, bragging about it, and when it gets cold, you
members must hit several different marks on find pretty clever ways to improvise.”
the field to create the larger figures visible to
Martin,too,noted the band’s perseverance
audiences in the stands.
despite the less-than-favorable
weather conditions common to
On average, each song
“It's a lot
West Michigan.
is paired with seven or eight
of work but
“Even
with
inclement
charts and the band runs about
the payoff is
weather they are out there and
10 charts per rehearsal, which
working hard and that covers
Martin said is a pretty good
(game day).”
a multitude of sins,” Martin
clip.
said. “You can rely on them,
Because the marching band
JOHN MARTIN
but Mother Nature is on her
is committed to perform at
GVSU ATHLETIC
own schedule, so if we lose a
each home football game, the
BANDS DIRECTOR
(rehearsal) day, then we just
members will learn five new
have to drop back and punt and
shows, one compilation show
and a pre-game during the course of the readjust.”
Martin added the band’s work ethic and
2009 season.
The pre-game, which has the band commitment to deadlines will allow for
march the letters “GVSU” across the field, more complicated charts and music in the
was completely reworked by Martin for this future.
“It’s a lot of work, but the payoff is (game
season.
“(The formation) is a pretty difficult day),” Martin said. “It’s about being a part of
task,” said Nichole Race, senior drum something ... something that I hope they feel
major. “The way we do it is the letters are worthy to be a part of. The competition lies
pulled out from a block, so the remainder of within these four walls, against ourselves
the block has to fill in the holes. It took us and whether we have met or exceeded our
days to get it, but it’s definitely a very cool expectations. They’ve exceeded them, but
that bar will continue to be reset.”
tradition that GV is known for.”
The Pride’s next performance, a jazz
During the regular season, the band
typically has two to three weeks between show, will be the GVSU Homecoming
games to learn new shows. While practice game on Oct. 17 in Allendale.
editorial@ lantlwrn £om
conditions are ideal in the late summer, as the
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t Plug your USBConnect Mercury LaptopConnect card into your
laptop and access the Internet almost anywhere.

AFTER MAIL-IN REBATE
$100 mad-tfi rebate AT4T Promotion Card with
99 DataCoraiect plan 4 2-year sue agreement

•Caledonia 1829 Marketplace Dr i South of M6 in Gaines
Maiketplacr near Staplesi, (616i 656-1080
•Comstock Park 3720 Alpine Ave NW At the corner of Alpine and
4 rmle next to IHOP> 616' 784-2804
•Grand Rapid* 22111 Beftlme Nt, iVxttojohnm Carrmoi
Restaurant' <616i 165-1761

Grand Rapid* KonLI
•Woodland Mall. )167 ZBfh Si, (Inside it* mall nexl to Macy'si
1616)949-0700
•Grand*dir Riyprtown Crossings Mall, J700 Riveftamn Pkwv . «2nd
Floor, aero** from Bame* and Noble bookstorei, (616) 534-0092
•Wyoming 5795 Bvmn Center Aw, i North of M6 in the Baybeny

•Grand Haven 1009 S Beacon Bhrd, (61612969212
Grand Rapid* 4106 lake Michigan Di NW ,(888) 449-1999
Holland 1435 West Shore Dove, (616i 786-2200

£ Radk>shKk -Bp mobile

Market *hoppmg center next to|immy John si, 16I615J2-0107

•MIT imposes a Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge of up to $125 to help defray costs incurred m complying with obligations and charges imposed by State and Federal telecom regulations. State and Federal Universal Sendee charges, and surcharges for government assessments on
ATBT These fees are not taxes or government required charges
Knot available mad areas Coverage is not available m * areas See coverage map at stores tor detads limded-tinm offer Other condittons 4 tesbtdions apply See contract 4 tate plan brochure kxdetads Subscriber must live 4 have a matag addt wdNn Ar4Tsor*nedmrelessnefteoitcoveiaoe area Up to 536 act™ lee
appbes Eqwpment price 4 aval mayvatybymrlbmaynofbe available bom independent renders Early Termination Fet: None if cancelled m the hrsl 30 day\ M up to $35 resloc lung lee may apply to equipment return* thereafter up lo $175 Some agents mpose atkfl lees AT4T Promotion Car# USBConnecI Mercury

